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Abstract

**Introduction:** The Primary Healthcare Access and Quality Improvement Program (PMAQ-AB) implemented in 3 evaluation cycles (2011-2019) represents a turning point in the performance assessment of Primary Healthcare (PHC) in Brazil.

**Methods:** A cumulative meta-evaluation of the PMAQ-AB External Assessment (Avaliação Externa do PMAQ-AB - AE/PMAQ-AB) using the qualitative Case Study method. The matrix of indicators was prepared based on the 4 principles of the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluations (utility, feasibility, propriety and accuracy) articulated to each of the 6 stages of the evaluation proposed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Triangulation of collection methods (document analysis, interview and focus group) and participants (managers, professionals and evaluators) and Bardin's content analysis were implemented.

**Results:** The "Involvement of Stakeholders" presented agreement in the instances of the Unified Health System, expanding adhesion of the municipalities in the cycles, credibility of the evaluator and conciliation by the federal government in the interests of certification of the municipalities and of research by the universities as strengths; while the absence of users in the decision-making processes of formulating and executing the program as a weakness. The "Program Description" was positive in the consistency of the AE/PMAQ-AB with the National Primary Care Policy/2011. The "Assessment Design" portrayed the Brazilian PHC and construction of comparable standards and certification criteria. The use of information technology, logistics and guidelines for training the interviewers gave the collection homogeneity, pointing to the usefulness and feasibility. The "Systematization and Analysis of Evidence" had the online validation systems, offer of micro data, availability of electronic reports to stakeholders as strengths, but there were weaknesses in the methodology transmission to municipal managers, incipient strategies of technical empowerment for interpreting and applying the results, in turn negatively impacting the "Justification of Conclusions" dimension. The utility of AE/PMAQ-AB prevailed in "Sharing Lessons Learned" for an assessment culture in management, services, and academia.

**Conclusion:** The meta-evaluation presents a systemic view of the AE/PMAQ-AB, helping managers and professionals in the PHC assessment process. It raises awareness of user engagement in policy and program assessments, making them more plural, participatory and democratic.

1 Background

From the perspective of health as well-being, Primary Healthcare (PHC) occupies a central position in current health system reforms. Nations which assumed PHC as a guide for health policies from the perspective of comprehensiveness, intersectorality and quality obtained gains in improved health indicators, greater efficiency and quality in care, with more equity [1, 2] and are in better positions to reach all Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), not just Health [3, 4].

The Unified Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde - SUS) in Brazil was created by the Federal Constitution in 1988 based on the principles of Universality, Equity and Comprehensiveness, and is financed by general taxation with the provision of healthcare for all [5]. The assessment of 30 years of the SUS in 2018 revealed expanding coverage reaching 75% of the population, expanded supply and human resources, access and use of services [6], improvement in morbidity and mortality indicators, increased equity, efficiency and user satisfaction7. However, challenges of underfunding, regulation of the relationship with the private sector, complexity of the epidemiological profile, great social inequalities and heterogeneity in the quality of PHC with regard to resolution, access to first contact, qualified professionals and computerization [7] among the 5,570 Brazilian municipalities persist [6, 7].

PHC expansion with its enormous capillarity due to the Brazilian territorial dimension and the wealth of experiences in care, in teaching and in the management of the health system [8] opened institutional spaces for its evaluation from the 1990s onwards.

The discussion on the topic of Public Policy Assessment has been consolidating itself as an essential strategy for improving programs aimed at society with a view to improving the quality of life and reducing social inequalities. The Assessment field has its origins in accountability and program control [9].

The advancement in the development of public health policies and programs in both the world and in Brazil requires knowledge and initiatives on the need to carry out assessments which include analyzing the design, implementation, results and impacts of actions undertaken by governments [10]. Specifically, the assessments of the Brazilian PHC were associated with a political and social context marked by a reduction in expenditures and investments in the health sector vis a vis pressures for the need for greater efficiency, advancement in democracy with demanding guidelines, pressure to expand social programs in the face of increasing social inequalities and demand for results by international funding agencies [11].

Thus, two robust initiatives in the SUS were encouraged by the Federal Government aiming at institutionalized assessment in PHC: the Baseline Studies (Estudos de Linha de Base - ELB) of the Expansion and Consolidation of Family Health Project (Projeto de Expansão e Consolidação da Saúde da Família - PROESF) carried out in 2005, which sought to make a diagnosis of the epidemiological standard and the organization of services in 168 Brazilian municipalities with more than 100 thousand inhabitants [12]; and the Primary Healthcare Access and Quality Improvement Program (PMAQ-AB) implemented in 2011 through three progressive cycles of continuous improvement (2011/2012, 2013/2014, 2015/2019) [13].

The PMAQ-AB innovates by opening PHC funding in line with international references on the P4P (pay-for-performance) model [14], however it ties pay-for-performance with incentives to municipal management [5, 14] and not to direct remuneration to professionals. Measuring the effectiveness of the Primary Care Teams´ (Equipes de Atenção Básica - Eq-AB) actions with the measurement of quality standards that could be comparable at different levels (national, regional and local) involved rounds of self-assessment and the AE/PMAQ-AB [14]. The new financing form aimed to contribute to overcoming obstacles and challenges related to the infrastructure and operating conditions of health units, the high turnover of professionals, the low integration of PHC with care networks and the precariousness of information technologies to support decision-making processes [4, 15].
In this context, the induction carried out by the PMAQ-AB occurs in the knowledge production about PHC in the SUS, the result of government initiatives by the Ministry of Health, interest of state and municipal managers and effective participation of academia. The three PMAQ cycles generated and are still generating numerous studies which describe and discuss the PHC assessment.

With the publication of the new National Primary Healthcare Policy [17] in 2017, setbacks occurred within the scope of Brazilian PHC related to the flexibility of population coverage and segmented access to care, impacting the Family Health Strategy [18, 19], as well as changes in its funding model, leading to the termination of the PMAQ-AB and its replacement by the "Previne Brasil" program in November 2019 [20, 21].

Assessment is a formal intervention which aims to improve decisions [22]. The intervention requires relevance (answers to the problems of interest to decision-makers), merit (presents the potential to improve decisions) and credibility (the process quality and of the information produced), providing evidence of points which need to be adjusted in response to the interests of the interested parties, contributing to increase the possibilities of using its results [22, 23].

In this sense, it is necessary to evaluate the assessment quality by carrying out a meta-evaluation, which should seek to enrich the process, making it a space for reflecting on and improving studies and practices, considering the contextual aspects of each situation under analysis. To this end, assumptions will guide the basis for analyzing the quality of assessments [24] through the description, judgment and synthesis processes of a study [25, 26].

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) presented a strategy in 2011 by launching an orientation guide which aims to help managers, public or private health professionals to practically design and implement assessment on a daily basis [27]. The guidelines are based on the Framework for Program Evaluation in Public Health: A Checklist of Steps and Standards, placing the adherence of the 4 principles/standards (Usefulness, Feasibility, Property, Accuracy/Precision) of the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (JCSEE) [28] as fundamental to the 6 stages of the CDC evaluation (stakeholder involvement, program description, evaluation design, credibility of evidence, justifiable conclusions, sharing of results and lessons learned) to increase cultural competence in health evaluation [29, 30]. These guidelines are considered important requirements capable of systematically and systemically structuring mechanisms to conduct a meta-evaluation.

The vast field of PHC conducive to evaluations needs to advance in meta-evaluation studies as a way of improving the judgment on the value of the conducted assessments. The AE/PMAQ-AB accumulated numerous assessment experiences in the three cycles resulting from territorial diversity, the capacity for structure and management and the integration between academia, tripartite management of the SUS and the health service.

Research on the topic "Meta-evaluation in Brazilian PHC" carried out in the "Virtual Health Library (Biblioteca Virtual em Saúde - BVS), Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO), Public Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online (PubMed), Scopus and Web of Science" databases found few meta-evaluation studies [31–33] which consider the AE/PMAQ–AB as an object. Such studies worked with health experiences developed at the municipal level and even used the theoretical framework of the JCSEE (at least one of the principles/quality standards).

The present study aims to carry out a cumulative, systematic and comprehensive meta-evaluation of the Brazilian national experience of the AE/PMAQ-AB based on the link to the assessment steps described in the scope of the CDC recommendations (2011), with adherence to the JCSEE standards, and taking into account the temporality of the 03 evaluation cycles of the PMAQ-AB (2011–2019). Its realization is justified by filling a gap in studies in this area, by its magnitude, uniqueness of performance assessment with a contribution to the certification process of municipalities aiming at the financial incentive for PHC, in addition to the confluence of management and academia work in the Brazilian assessment experience. Thus, considering the international guidelines aimed at achieving the quality of the evaluations, it will analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the AE/PMAQ-AB in order to propose recommendations for improving the assessments and meta-evaluations of PHC in the national and international scenarios.

2 Method

2.1 Study type

This is a meta-evaluation which consists of the description and judgment process of any assessment procedure, including the researchers [26]. The three cycles of the AE/PMAQ-AB (2011–2019) were considered cumulatively. The Case Study method with a qualitative approach from the perspective of Yin (2005) [34] was implemented due to the possibility of exploring, describing and explaining a contemporary phenomenon in a natural context, being considered consistent with the meta-assessment [35]. A triangulation of informants and data collection techniques was performed for better understanding of the various angles of the study object.

2.2 Theoretical model – Meta-evaluation methodology of the AE-PMAQ-AB

The theoretical methodological model of the AE/PMAQ-AB meta-evaluation Case Study was based on the quality standards of the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, crossed with the dimensions of the evaluation guided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, with adaptation of criteria referring to evaluation principles/standards to the context of AE/PMAQ and validated by evaluation specialists. The model diagram is shown in the Fig. 1 [36].

2.3 Study context
Fieldwork took place between July 2018 and December 2019 at the Department of Primary Care of the Ministry of Health (Departamento de Atenção Básica do Ministério da Saúde - DAB/MS) in Brasília, and at the central campuses of 6 Teaching and Research Institutions (Instituições de Ensino e Pesquisa - IEPs) responsible for conducting the AE/PMAQ-AB.

2.4 Study participants

The sample was intentional with 54 participants; 07 were representatives of the DAB/MS (01 coordinator and 06 technicians) and 47 of the 06 IEPs (06 coordinators and 41 researchers). The inclusion criterion was being part of the AE/PMAQ-AB conduction team for at least 2 cycles and having remained throughout the 3rd cycle. The team of evaluators from an IEP that did not complete the 3rd cycle was excluded.

2.5 Instruments and data collection technique

The instruments/scripts were prepared according to the stages described in Fig. 2 (Script for Document Analysis, Script for Interviews and Script for the Focus Group) and are available at the link.

Inserted Fig. 2

With regard to document analysis, the documents were considered as communicative devices or a context of social relationships [37] as a specific way of understanding the reality studied, as identified in the Table 1.
### 2.6 Data analysis

The data obtained in the study with the 3 techniques were analyzed using Bardin's Content Analysis [38] method, which consists of a detailed deepening with the use of various methods addressed regarding an analysis of discourses and other scientific evidence models. Figure 03 presents the data analysis stages.
2.7 Ethical aspects

The project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Onofre Lopes University Hospital of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte, under approval through CAEE number: 84537418.1.0000.

3 Results

Dimension 1 – Stakeholder engagement

· Utility

With regard to the criterion of "Identification of the main stakeholders", there was a definition on the identification and agreement with key actors to carry out the AE/PMAQ-AB including the Tripartite Intermanager Commission (Comissão Intergestores Tripartite - CIT), the Ministry of Health represented by the Department of Primary Healthcare, the National Council of State Health Secretaries (Conselho Nacional de Secretarias Estaduais de Saúde - CONASS), the National Council of Municipal Health Secretaries (Conselho Nacional das Secretarias Municipais de Saúde - CONASEMS), Teaching and Research Institutions (IEPs), municipal health managers and users. In relation to the managing instances, the Program's formal documentation demonstrates that:

The negotiation and agreement process of the three management spheres of the SUS that had several moments, in which the MS and the municipal and state managers, represented by the National Council of Municipal Health Secretariats (Conasems) and the National Council of State Health Secretaries (Conass), respectively, debated and formulated solutions to enable a program design which could enable expanding access and improvement in the quality of primary healthcare throughout Brazil (p.7) [39].

In addition to identifying stakeholders, mechanisms were established to guarantee permanent participation in the PMAQ-AB. The induction of adhesion by municipal health managers was related to payment for performance and its implications for PHC funding, more specifically in the Primary Care Floor, as established by a specific ministerial decree.

However, this participation did not materialize in other stakeholder groups, health professionals or PHC users, resulting in a gap between "the intention and the gesture" because the DAB/MS did not create institutional spaces for participation and social control:

What I think could be improved in the PMAQ is user participation, how to involve the National Health Council more, how to involve the councils, since one of the perspectives of the PMAQ is the issue of transparency. [...] There was little involvement in social control, it has been little in all cycles, I think there is no such... awareness, perhaps, awareness regarding the very communities of users where the PMAQ itself is coming from [...] what is the value of this PMAQ? (GF-4)

It is worth mentioning the recognition of the IEPs as a decisive stakeholder in the AE/PMAQ-AB, with scientific interests:

[...] University, it was a very interesting proposal, which we were already talking about in that perspective of a large Primary Healthcare database, the largest information center ever made. The first cycle would be the primary care census, never carried out in Brazil, of visiting all UBS. So, the institutions and the Ministry were very interested in bringing this together and achieving its objective, which was to establish a pay-for-performance program in Brazil. (GF – 7)

Regarding the criterion of “Evaluator's Credibility”, the universities identified to conduct the external assessment fulfilled the requirements of evaluation expertise, familiarity with the context and with the assessment object, as shown below:

The choice of these universities which nucleated the process that now lead this PMAQ process was largely due to their leadership in the opportunity to discuss the PMAQ, participation in the Primary Healthcare Research Network [...] They (the nucleating universities) were actively leading this debate in the ABRASCO Network and in the dialogue with the Ministry of Health. (E-5)

Dimension 2 – Program description

· Accuracy

The Standard was found in the “Formal Documentation” criterion of the PMAQ-AB, demonstrating its objectives and needs through the general characterization, organization of quality improvement cycles and operationalization phases:

The implementation phases of the Primary Healthcare Access and Quality Improvement Program is organized into four phases which complement each other and form a continuous improvement cycle of access and quality of PHC, namely: 1 – Adhesion and contractualization; 2 – Development; 3 – External assessment; 4 - Recontractualization (p.15) [40].

The AE/PMAQ-AB has the greatest weight in the certification of Eq-AB for performance payment according to document analysis:

[...] The teams participating in the PMAQ will be certified according to their performance, considering: a. External performance assessment of health teams and primary care management, [...] through verification of evidence for a set of predetermined standards [...] final certification grade: Implementation of self-
assessment processes 10%, Assessment of contracted indicators 30%, External Assessment 60% (p.33) [40].

In the “Context Analysis” criterion, there is coherence of the assumptions of the AE/ PMAQ-AB with the National Primary Healthcare Policy (Política Nacional de Atenção Básica - PNAB), considering the PHC assessment as the main guideline of the MS to expand access and quality of actions and services, considering previous experience triggered by the PROESF Expansion and Consolidation Project:

The PMAQ-AB is one of the main current guidelines of the MS to execute public management based on inducing, monitoring and evaluating processes and measurable results, guaranteeing healthcare access and quality to the entire population [...] in the sense of adjusting the strategies foreseen in the PNAB in the direction of recognizing the quality of PHC services offered to Brazilian society and stimulating the expansion of access and quality in services. (p.7) [39].

PMAQ has a lot to do with PROESF [...] a more elaborated, broader continuity of PROESF. [...] linked to a tradition of studying the assessment of Primary Healthcare in Brazil, [...] a work process that is well discussed, well evaluated, from a scientific point of view, of what should be done. (E-3)

Dimension 3 – Assessment design

· Utility

This Standard was found in the design of the AE/PMAQ-AB referring to the “Impact of the Assessment” criterion, with the existence of mechanisms for monitoring the results of the performance assessment and certification of teams in each quality improvement cycle:

What I do know is that from the point of view of producing knowledge for us to know how primary healthcare is in Brazil, I think it is an effort of great merit [...] Never in the world has there been any quality program with the extension that PMAQ has; they say every time we went to events, someone always came to say that. It's only in Brazil that such a big thing is done. (E-6)

The orientation regarding the usefulness of essential and strategic quality standards is seen as a guiding element in the inductive process:

How to induce two thousand things at the same time, which is the average number of questions regarding the quality standard that we have in the PMAQ? [...] we want to induce, but we cannot communicate what to induce [...] A number of standards that we called essential and strategic for primary healthcare, so, if we direct our gaze to these standards, maybe a little light will turn on, look, these are the most important ones, right, for quality in primary care [...]. (GF-7)

· Feasibility

The feasibility for data collection was verified in the “Practical Procedures”, developed with comprehensive logistics and standardized guidelines and instruments in Brazil:

It's great logistics [...] we call the municipality, we talk to the coordinator, we have the name of the reference professionals who will be interviewed, we know how to agree on times and days. So all this is very much agreed with the institution. So from there, we already feel the organization level and willingness to participate in the assessment. (GF-6)

In the criterion “Political Feasibility”, it appears that the AE/PMAQ-AB had the decisive support of the Federal Government:

The President (Dilma Roussef) demanded that the Ministry of Health approve an increase in the primary healthcare budget, that processes be developed to verify the quality, that it was not just more money for the municipalities to deceive the Federal Government [...] PMAQ arises in this context. (E-7)

The scientific knowledge production about PHC in the IEPs, and innovative technologies had repercussions on the SUS, justifying the investment, characterizing a positive “Cost-Effectiveness” relationship, according to the statement:

Today, we have some of the main researchers in the field of health gathered to evaluate the system, we have important structures established in some public universities [...] there is scientific density to really process this data, to really have a very consistent production within of primary care, so I think that in terms of cost-effectiveness, I think the PMAQ is quite valid for our SUS. (E-4)

Dimension 4 – Systematization and analysis of evidence

· Utility

It appears that data validation through the use of an electronic tool (tablets) in the “ Relevant Information” criterion provided credibility at the collection time, gathering reliable evidence.

[...] Validation in the AE instrument is related to filling in the fields (responses to the standards). In this case, the instrument itself is responsible for the validation. The validation criteria are: a) expected value for typing in the instrument; b) response size (number of characters); c) absence of information when the question “does not apply”. (AD - Field Manual - Cycle 3)
• **Accuracy**

The existence of arrangements in some places can be seen as a limitation in the data collection in the “Source of Reliable Information” criterion, seeking positive results in the assessment related to verification of the structures (equipment, physical installations). Thus, strategies were adopted in an attempt to minimize this “cosmetic makeup” (as called by the participants), such as the involvement of several professionals:

I think the fact that you involve several people in the research is an important element for us to try to reduce the chance of makeup [...] this nurse will be responsible for answering the work process questions. Who will be the structure, who will accompany the document? [...] So when you somehow manage to involve a whole team in the evaluating process, which is what they have been doing in terms of serving their population [...] you can reduce this risk [...]. (GF-5)

The importance of training the interviewers for field work is verified with regard to “Valid Information”, however the long interview time due to the size of the collection instrument was presented as a weakness, causing exhaustion among those involved, which may have compromised the quality of the responses:

[...] I don't know if it's clear to those who are answering what, in fact, they want to induce... it has a direct impact on the quality of this data as well... because it's extensive [...] because it's long, I think that everyone is very tired at the end after two hours of interviewing [...] of the person being interviewed not understanding what is being asked and the interviewee also runs a little more with those questions [...] I think that this impacts the quality of this information. (GF-7)

The importance of using information technology in the data collection process and in the information production, storage and treatment was recognized, meeting the criterion of “Systematic Information”.

You imagine that a lot of paper was produced from that piece. It was a disgraceful piece of paper [...] Then you have to go over everything [...] you eliminate a series of research steps, and it gives credibility, agility. You can show the result within a year. [...] now there is no doubt that it is advantageous [...] If you have a program, a safe program, you can do that. I have no doubt that it advances. (E-3)

**Dimension 5 – Justification of the conclusions**

• **Utility**

The “Identification of Values” criterion was analyzed on the assumption that other elements of this analytical understanding are located in earlier parts of the text (identification of stakeholders, program description and assessment design).

Here, the analysis elements rest on characterizing how the interested parties made use of the AE/PMAQ-AB results, by the variation of their interests identified in implementing the PMAQ-AB. Some fragments exemplify the findings containing the diversity of views of those involved, notably between the MS and universities:

Universities have never had a role in certification [...]. We produce the data, send the information to the Ministry of Health [...] they made the decision with their technicians and scientific support to make the certification. But from that point on the universities took precedence in the use of the database for academic analysis [...] presentations at events, national and international debates on performance assessment, on incentives to pay for performance in the health network, which was an absolutely innovative strategy in the country until then. (E-5)

It appears that the municipal health departments (managers and teams) approached the use of data resulting from the AE/PMAQ-AB differently (financing and inadequacies):

[...] What was the main argument of the municipalities? They are not against the PMAQ, they don't want to end the PMAQ, they don't want to weaken the PMAQ [...] it's just that they say “look, okay if that's what you're saying I have to do, it's just that you don't fund it adequately” [...] they tell the Ministry, “you don't fund it properly and you institute many rules that stifle my ability to give... to face it”. The issue of financing, of the financing blocks, they enter this debate”. (E-7)

**Dimension 6 – Sharing lessons learned**

• **Utility**

The “Impact of Assessment” criterion aims to institutionalize the evaluation culture, contributing to decision-making with evidence by inducing monitoring by stakeholders:

I think that the entire PMAQ process in a way fostered the development of an evaluation culture. Both at the level of the health service and at the level of management, and even at the level of social control, because it has the opinion of users and everything else. It takes the evaluation culture to other higher levels, such as the health department, ministry of health [...] So by encompassing different actors, the PMAQ is able to favor that this evaluation culture permeates these different actors’ [...] So, this induces, but it does not guarantee that this will have continuity if this is not incorporated as a process by the
teams. (GF-6) "Universities have become quite skilled and experienced in the challenge of policy formation, policy planning and implementation with the PMAQ. (E-5)

• Property

There is guidance to reinforce mechanisms for using the results in the "Dissemination of Results" criterion, valuing the potential for changes with the PHC teams:

This ends up becoming knowledge that is [...] shared, and from there it can generate new forms of behavior to take this knowledge to their bases, to their places. So, the PMAQ is fantastic for knowledge production generation, and has very strong potential to change the behavior of professionals from the moment these results are known. (GF-5)

With regard to analytical reports, the AE/PMAQ-AB design provided for its validity as a support element for management and teams, and a facilitator of reflection on the work of PHC; however, limitations were pointed out in the dissemination in a timely manner:

[...] This difficulty is an investment difficulty, we do not have a stronger IT development group at the Ministry to make this data available. It's just that we don't have a sufficient technical team to make this data timely [...] without technological investment, professional investment and team investment, it's practically impossible for us to do the things we propose, right? Which is to use these results in a timely manner [...] (GF-7)

4 Discussion

The meta-evaluation carried out based on the CDC dimensions and prioritization of the JCSEE principles/standards, whose distribution was qualitatively varied in the different assessment stages, points to the existence of strengths and weaknesses in the AE/PMAQ-AB.

The "Stakeholder Engagement" dimension analyzed from the Utility principle/standard had as its strengths the interfederative agreement of the PMAQ-AB, with the involvement of the three instances in the tripartite agreement space of the SUS, meeting the interests of the Ministry of Health (certification of the teams) and the IEPs (research); and the credibility of the group of IEP evaluators, resulting from previous experiences with PHC assessment studies. However, the fragility of user engagement in the decision-making processes of formulating and executing the assessment was verified, characterizing little participation of social control.

Studies on the importance of stakeholder analyses have grown in recent decades, from its use in business evaluations to its more recent use in social policies, programs, projects and management in the health area [41], in line with the literature that identifies it as a basic step in the analysis process, demonstrating its importance [42]. Using a scoping review, L. Franco-Trigo et al. [43] show that integrated changes in healthcare systems are complex efforts that will require a planned engagement design based on the guidelines indicated in the theoretical construct (stakeholder analyses), as addressed in Reed et al [44].

The experience accumulated in the tripartite agreement processes in the SUS supported the discussion on the PMAQ-AB in the three instances, innovating in the articulation between municipal management and health professionals [14]. For most of the interviewees in this research, adhesion to the Eq-AB shows decisive involvement in performance production, contributing to improve access and quality indicators, but fragile participation in the defense of their interests and in institutionalizing the evaluative culture recommended in the program.

Shortcomings were found with regard to PHC users in implementing more effective participation aimed at interacting with other stakeholders and identifying their needs. They were important in the role of interviewees in health units, but they had clear institutional limits, since their perception was not considered in the methodological design of the certification, which would contribute to a more pluralistic and emancipatory evaluative engagement according to pioneering studies by Baron and Monnier [45], Guba and Lincoln [46], Furtado and Vieira-da-Silva [47], who point to 4th and 5th generation assessments.

The "Evaluator's Credibility" criterion points to the discussion related to the assessment legitimacy from the perspective of technical-scientific rigor, contributing to its acceptance by interested parties. In this context of Brazilian PHC, from the DAB/MS, proponent and driver of the PMAQ-AB (primary stakeholder) [44], the necessary confidence was evidenced regarding the adequate conditions gathered by the IEPs to obtain results with a high degree of credibility. In an integrative review of evaluative studies and their possible uses, Medeiros, Nickel and Calvo [48] indicate the importance of this credibility; as pointed out in the research by the objectivity component given by university researchers as a decisive guarantee in the local assessment process, reaffirming the political-institutional importance of the IEPs in the AE/PMAQ-AB process, printing a true “quality seal” by legitimizing and attesting this assessment with scientific rigor [49].

The "Program description", best expressed in the document analysis, worked through the Accuracy principle/standard, considered the implementation context of the Family Health Strategy and presented consistency with the principles and guidelines of the National Policy for Primary Healthcare (2011). The AE/PMAQ-AB gave greater weight to the assessment in the team certification process (60% of the goals), demonstrating potential in producing relevant information. The analysis of the Program context based on its description in the formal documents highlights the AE/PMAQ-AB with the assessment of the team work processes, the units' infrastructure and the users' satisfaction as the main strategy of the MSE for inducing improved access and quality of PHC services in response to the monitoring and assessment axis of the PNAB [50]. Studies available in the literature analyze the induction mechanism (P4P) in the improvement of health actions/care and review international experiences [51–53]. There was increasing adherence of Eq-AB during the PMAQ-AB
(2011–2019) term; only 50% of the teams could participate in the 1st cycle, while there was no limit for adherence in the two subsequent cycles, reaching 38,864 in the 3rd cycle (89.5%) of the total number of teams existing in the country in 2018 [4], therefore constituting significant coverage in view of the chronic underfunding of Brazilian PHC.

The Utility and Feasibility principles/standards guided the analysis of the "Assessment Design", in which the results presented a broad portrait of Brazilian PHC, construction of quality standards comparable with defined criteria for certification of health teams, design of logistics and national guidelines for training conferred homogeneity in data collection. Political viability guaranteed the increase in the SUS budget aimed at PHC expansion, however it lost strength during the third cycle (2015–2018) with the removal of the President of the Republic and the implementation of economic austerity measures negatively impacting the conduct of the PMAQ-AB.

The AE/PMAQ-AB design was considered by the interviewees as useful for achieving the Program's goals for achieving performance and certification of health teams, both in the temporal evolution and in the position of the teams in the three improvement cycles, considering the observation of quality standards (essential and strategic) and monitoring health indicators. Linking the design of the AE/PMAQ-AB to the funding guarantee was decisive for PHC qualification, as shown by other studies [18–20]. The detailed description of these patterns was analyzed by Anjos et al. [14] and the indicators were studied by Kovacs [54], showing variations in quantity over the three improvement cycles (Cycle 1 -573, Cycle 2–893 and Cycle 3–648) and covering aspects related to structure, equipment and supplies, health management, care processes and morbidities [55]. If, on the one hand, a large number of indicators used to verify the standards made it possible to associate the PMAQ-AB with favorable PHC results, on the other hand, a large number of indicators made monitoring and assessment difficult by managers and professionals [56], in addition to the collection requiring contribution of financial and technological resources as well as professionals, and also point to the need to validate the ability of these indicators to demonstrate the reality, their internal consistency and the quality of the evidence they can provide.

These results also show the limitations of the AE/PMAQ-AB to face a set of deficiencies existing in the Brazilian PHC, such as lack of inputs, deteriorated equipment, and deficiencies in infrastructure. Furthermore, specific characteristics of low organizational capacity and autonomy in several Brazilian municipalities, in addition to the challenge of retaining and insufficient training of professionals appear in the studies by Saddi and Peckham [57] and Massuda [3]. Conrad and Perry [53] reviewed studies on pay for performance, and already indicated the need to understand this mechanism as an important tool for inducing improvements in healthcare quality, but with the need for articulation with other quality inducers, for example, structure organizational. This combination of factors unfavorably contributed to improving these standards and indicators, revealing the insufficiency of the AE/PMAQ to promote the necessary changes in isolation.

In this direction, Facchini et al. [19] analyzed how the advances of recent years were not enough to overcome all the challenges in evaluating PHC, and that operationalizing the concept of care quality remains a complex and essential task for developing policies and interventions in PHC.

Still in the "Assessment Design" dimension, an important point is the feasibility with regard to "Practical Procedures", as the results highlighted elements that converge towards the valuation of a well-planned process, articulating different actors at different times and spaces. This implied in articulation strategies and agreements between interested parties, and configured a robust preparation that preceded performing the AE/PMAQ-AB in the three developed cycles, contributing to avoid or minimize distortions in the information collection. In this sense, they are in line with the studies by Uchoa et al. [31], and by Cavalcanti, Fernandez and Gurgel Júnior [49], which highlight the institutional role played by the IEPs in the various activities that involved the fieldwork of the research, resulting in a national standardization of procedures, and in particular the information technology resource which is useful in training researchers and interviewers, homogeneously collecting and validating data throughout the country.

The political and personal decision of the president of the country was relevant in the results referring to the "Political Feasibility" criterion to make it possible to obtain reliable information on primary healthcare conditions in order to guide decisions about the increase in the SUS budget referring to PHC and that it was linked to the performance of the teams. Thus, the conditions were given to prioritize improvement in access and the quality of the service offered. In this context, and allied to the program design, conditions and effects were created which favored the continuity of the PHC assessment policy, conducted by a technical team from the MS.

There were significant political and economic changes in Brazil in the third cycle of the assessment program (2015–2019). The crisis scenario reached the change in the federal government and the implementation of economic austerity measures, which had a strong impact on health policies and programs, including the PMAQ-AB, according to recent studies by Massuda [3] and Castro [5].

The "Systematization and Analysis of Evidence" analyzed by Utility and Accuracy had as its strengths the development of online validation systems, offering micro data, online reports made available by the MS with access to different stakeholders. However, there were weaknesses, especially in cycle 1, in the possible lack of control over the existence of "makeup" developed in some places, serving as a warning sign for researchers. In addition, the certification methodology transmission was questioned by municipal managers and incipience in the empowerment of technical capacity strategies and partnerships with municipal managers and professionals for interpreting and applying the results, negatively impacting the "Justification of Conclusions" dimension.

Tomasi et al. [19] detail how the assessment procedures were included in the AE/PMAQ-AB and how the collection instruments were structured and standardized to meet the objectives, with guidance from the technical areas of the MS and available for consultation on the institutional website. Cavalcanti, Fernandez and Gurgel Júnior [49] highlight the use of the electronic module (online) filled in by managers and teams in order to complement information. The obtained data security indicates rigor in the collection and validation process with the use of tablets, speeding up feeding of the centralized database in the MS. Data control was highlighted by Facchini et al. [19] as a result of the computerized management system developed by the
information technology team at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte, allowing “real-time checking” of the consistency of responses and controlling the interview time.

Taking into account the accuracy based on the “Source of Reliable Information” criterion, it was found that professional nurses responded to more than 90% of the interviews [40], as they have the requirements recommended in the documentary guidelines in order to add more knowledge about the teamwork processes. On the other hand, physicians had incipient participation, showing no leadership and little knowledge about the work organization. Critical aspects related to training professionals in the PHC area, and work management (precariousness and turnover) were evidenced, compromising the information reliability. This finding is also consistent with the research by Saddi and Peckham [57], which demonstrates the need for greater investments in the organizational capacity of health units to provide better performance for their professionals.

The criticisms regarding the possible “makeup” developed in some places served as a warning signal for researchers and for national management. However, analyzes such as those by Cavalcanti, Fernandez and Gurgel Júnior [49] address that this occurrence of “false scenarios” to obtain good performances did not prevent the finding that the PMAQ-AB induced changes in the way of working in PHC.

Utility is a recurring pattern in the “Justification of Conclusions” dimension, as in the other dimensions. The “Identification of Values” regarding the use of the findings of the AE/PMAQ-AB varied according to the diversity of views of the stakeholders involved. The challenge of communicating assessment results was aligned with the recognized obstacle in the scope of health assessment, and begins with the interest and involvement of those interested in data analysis and interpretation. In the direction of these values, the use of the data obtained for decision making for the MS met the objective of certification and transfer of financial resources to the municipalities, while the universities valued the use of the database for studies on health assessment and PHC, with publications of scientific articles, elaboration of dissertations and theses and dissemination in scientific events. The interest of the municipalities turned to the use of the resources received in a new modality (Quality - PAB/Variable), allowing to introduce improvements in the health units, in addition to implementing financial stimuli to the professionals of the teams. Moreover, to primarily generate training spaces for analysis of the standards reached by each health unit [58]. In this sense, it provides what we can call a decentralized assessment, as its findings are feedback for managers at the federal, state and municipal levels [59]. In addition, the findings and recommendations themselves were used to improve the successive cycles of the PMAQ-AB (2011 to 2019).

Advances towards the “institutionalized assessment” were pointed out in the “Sharing lessons learned” dimension worked on in the Utility and Property principles/standards, considering the definitions of the pioneering study by Hartz [60]. In research on the reality of research organizations and agencies, Felisberto et al. [61] discuss the potential of increasing local capacity in promoting institutional changes that favor the assessment routine. There is a need for greater knowledge about the motivations of frontline professionals in the municipalities, as well as whether changes have occurred with the PMAQ-AB in health units from institutionalizing more permanent evaluative standards [55]. The existence of a healthy cooperation between the IEPs and the MS expanded the existing institutional capacities, guaranteeing implementation of the PMAQ-AB in its three cycles [48].

The potential for using the AE/PMAQ-AB results is verified in the “Dissemination of Results” domain, with local variations of employed mechanisms given the diversity of structures, with recognition that municipal managers, teams and the population are end users of these data. In addition to providing the data presented in analytical reports, it is necessary that both the MS the IEPs and state administrations offer logistical and technical support for data interpretation, providing conditions for analysis and interpretation, generating reflections for better intervention in each specific reality. In the dissemination of the results, the usefulness of holding national meetings to monitor the assessment was noticed as one of the strategies, in addition to dissemination production and publishing reports online.

5 Conclusion

The meta-evaluation study achieved the objective of identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the AE/PMAQ-AB in the three evaluation cycles using the reference standards of the JCSEE and the CDC. As an academic contribution, it innovates from the perspective of meta-evaluation to focus on the systemic view of the evaluation, identifying the favorable and unfavorable aspects in each of its 6 stages. In practice, it will help managers and professionals to improve the PHC assessment process based on the meta-evaluation of an external assessment of such scope and relevance in the SUS; despite the end of the PMAQ-AB in 2019, this study presents results that can be considered in elaborating assessment and meta-evaluation of PHC in both the national and international scenarios. It raises awareness in the social contribution of the need to engage users in the evaluation processes of public policies and programs, making them more plural, participatory and democratic. New PHC meta-evaluation studies should be directed to update the assessment scenario in Brazil, and in this sense the use of multidimensional strategies contemplating quantitative and qualitative aspects is essential.
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**Figures**

![Diagram of the PHC Meta-Assessment model applied to AE/PMAQ-AB.](image-url)

*Source: Uchioa [36] (2021).*

**Figure 1**

Diagram of the PHC Meta-Assessment model applied to AE/PMAQ-AB.
Validation - Delphi Technique in 2 rounds (2 groups of judges - 7 Experts and 16 stakeholders)

Applicability - Pilot study with 12 participants - PMAG-Q-AB evaluators

Realização de 7 Grupos focais por equipe de pesquisadores (91 moderadores e 02 relatores) perverse de calibração.

(1 DAB/MS e 6 com as IEPs - GF1/0. GF2/7, GF3-9, GF4-6, GF5-8, GF6-8 e GF7-7 da AE/PMAG-AB, totalizando 54 participantes.

Critério de inclusão: Participantes do AE/PMAG-AB escolhidos pelos coordenadores do DAB e das IEPs.

Registro por meio de gravadores digitais e transcrição posterior.

Referência: Kitzinger, 2009.

Figure 2

Stages of instrument elaboration and data collection, Natal/RN, 2018
Stage 1

**Pre-Analysis**

- Record unit – code / Smallest semantic order cut
- Context unit – citation / Selection of sentences, excerpts or paragraphs.
- Code creation and code group (283 codes)
- JCSEU Quality Standards (Usefulness, Feasibility, Property and Accuracy) and CDC steps (Stakeholder Engagement, Program Description, Evaluation Design, Systematization and Analysis of Evidence, Justification of Conclusions, and Sharing of Lessons Learned).
- Preparation of an internal manual for analysis.

Stage 2

**Material exploration**

**Study corpus**

Review of transcripts and insertion in Atlas II, identifying each document with the type of collection carried out (documents and interviews) - 21 documents: 14 equivalent to interviews and focus groups and 07 to the documentary study.

Selection of 'citations' and their linkage to a specific 'code' - reading strategy by pairs (group of three researchers), extracting nuclei of meanings and complementation of previously established codes, thus ending the process of registration units.

Stage 3

**Treatment of results, Inference and Interpretation**

Generation of specific reports for each 'group of codes' and submitted to expert evaluations (three researchers), validating the relationship between citations and codes. The results were organized into categories defined a priori and renamed from the field. Preparation of the research report by the group of researchers divided into two teams. Data analysis and interpretation leading to the elaboration of two Master's dissertations and two doctoral theses.

Organization, management and categorization of textual data was supported by the Atlas TI.8.4.24 digital tool (software), under license number 78504-E7359-3117E-8EB11-0013R.


Figure 3

Data analysis stages, Natal/RN, 2018.